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Martin Spitzer 4/9/1919 b. Domazlice, Slovakia; middle of 3-boy family (older brother was a 
half-brother, victim of Holocaust, younger brother survived); father, expert in timber; parents 
encouraged hard work because "being Jewish, considered a handicap”; hearing anti-Semitic 
song, called “Dirty Jew”; joining leftist Zionist movement; general understanding Jews were 
enduring persecution not because of ethnicity but because of religious differences but Jewish 
community felt they "constituted same as rest, didn’t speak Yiddish, looked the same, 
representative of middle class, non-Jewish children often attended Jewish school because of 
high standard"; community felt "sold out by England & France, distrust in West coming from 
Munich," so volunteered for Army (rejected because underage), hope in "Russia helping 
Czechs"; as 20 yr. old, "crying" seeing Germans march into Prague; father's hurt in older brother 
having view that he should sell houses (that were representative of father's life work) to buy 
gold to flee; 1941 local Jewish were planning activist resistance, "We were not part of Jewish 
passivity"; because of cartographer surveyor work, did not have to wear yellow Jewish star; as a 
town surveyor, active resistance, forging signatures to false docs; (1942) parents taken to 
assembly camp (family used up entire savings to get them out); developing 3 detailed plans to 
escape; with deportations, father encouraged Martin to leave (secretly boarded train, hid 
between timber); last memory of home - guards ridiculing & degrading women in circle that 
were shielding girls having to urinate; Martin's escape was publicized and parents were beaten; 
9 days on train, sandwiched between timber, "the raindrops - nearly went insane"; avoided 
capture at German stops (had taken paprika to confuse guard dog's scent); eventually 
caught/jailed; under guise of "German POW," obtained release to Vichy-France; Ambassador 
Bullitt; captured in Spain, expelled for life; fled to Portugal; ended up at Normandy, "Looked up 
& didn't see an enemy - but a human being."; (June 1943) 2 wk interrogation by MI5 (Patriotic 
School-London) to make sure he wasn't a spy, "Interrogation was so civilized."; joined Czech 
forces, wounded both legs but lost one (gangrene) at Dunkirk; Oct 1944, brought back to 
England, fitted with artificial limb; obtained British citizenship, finished studies in 
Czechoslovakia; learned parents had been killed (Birkenau), found younger brother; contributes 
survivorship to "I did not lose my belief in people."; recurring memories of Holocaust, survivor 
guilt; further discussion on anti-Semitism - as half of Jews in town converted to save self, even 
as a "unbelieving Jew, I was not going to compromise." 
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